Polarization effects in the elastic scattering of high-energy nucleons by complex nuclei are studied in terms of the impulse approximation. The principal aim is to reconcile the large polarizations produced by complex nuclei with the smaller effects found in nucleon-nucleon scattering. It is shown that these results are not inconsistent and can indeed be understood in terms of simple physical arguments. While, in general, our knowledge of nuclear structure is not adequate for explicit calculation of these effects even in the impulse approximation~ it can be shown that for a particular class of nuclei (the deuteron and the alpha-particle nuclei) the polarization is independent of the nuclear wave function. Calculations for these nuclei have been carried out in detail 9 using existing nucleonnucleon phase shifts. The resulting polarization effects are found to be largej in rough agreement with experiment, although their angular dependence is not satisfactory. It is proposed that a study of polarization in elastic scattering b.1 deuterium and heliUm be used as a tool for investigation of the nucleon-nucleon interaction"
These measurements indicate the existence of quite large polarization effects in the energy region 130 to 400 Mev. The peak polarization produced in proton-proton scattering has been found to be about 40% in this ene~gy region, while comparable effects are found in neutron-proton scatteringo Protons of the same energy when scattered by complex nuclei seem to be polarized much more strongly, however, the major effect coming from elastic.processes.
' 7 Experirr1ents that
discriminate against the inelastically scattered protons have detected polarizations as large as 80%.
Theoretical investigations of polarization effects in nucleon-S nucleon collisions have been carried out by Goldfarb and Feldman and by 9 Swanson. These calculations are based upon various assumed phenomenalogical potentials designed to fit existing scattering and bound-state data.
A reasonably good estimate of the p=p polarization is provided by the singular tensor-force interaction, while the hard core and L!S models give, respectively, too small and too large an effect. The tensor-force model of Christian and Hart gives roughly comparable polarizations for the n-p case.
More recent~y, attention has been focused upon the scattering of nucleons by complex nucleio . . . 10-15 Numerous calculat~ons have been reported in which the nucleon-nucleus interaction has been treated phenomenologicallyo
The common feature of all these efforts has been the use of a complex central well constructed to fit the high-energy cross sections, together with an L~s interaction whose 'strength must be chosen more or less ad hoc. The spinorbit potential generally used is that obtained from the shell model, although there is no a priori justification for extrapolation to such a high ., energy. These ~alculations do predict q~uite large polarization effects~ with maxima of about 80 to 100% and angular distributions that are roughly in agreement with experime~to It is the purpose of this paper to examine the problem from a some= what different and less phenomenological point of viewo In the energy region of interest the collision times are sufficiently short compared with nuclear periods that the cooperative behavior of the entire nucleus is less important than the individual-particle aspects ot the proeesso One is led, therefore, to attempt to describe the scattering by complex nuclei in terms of what is already known about the nucleon-nucleon interactiono From this point of view, it seems difficult to reconcile the very large polarizations produced by complex nuclei with the relatively small effects in nucleonnucleon collisionso
We will see~ however, that if one considers the scattering of a nucleon by another nucleon bound in a nucleus, the requirement that the process be elastic imposes a constraint (in the for.m of a spin correlation) whose effect is to incr~ase the resulting polarizationo Section II is
devoted to an exposition of'this point in terms of rather simple physical argumentso In Section III the scattering problem is formulated in terms of the impulse approximation to make possible explicit calculation in terms of nucleon-nucleon phase shiftso These phase shifts are assumed to be known, but as far as possible no assumptions are made concerning the detailed structure of the target nucleuso In particular we find 6 with the aid of a few reasonable approximations, that there exists a class of nuclei for which no detailed knowledge of the nuclear wave function is required • II. POLARIZATION BY A. BOUND NUCLEON Before proceeding to a detailed formulation of the problem of scattering of nucleons by a bound system~ we find it instructive to see what may be learned from a few physical considerations. We assume, in the spirit of the impulse approximation, 16 that the total scattered wave may be obtained by summing the waves scattered by the various constitutent nucleons.
When the nucleon spin is ignored, the contribution from each nucleon to the transition between specified initial and final states is given by the amplitude for a free-particle collision with the same momentum transfer~ multiplied by a numerical factor (the square root of the sticking factor) which is simply a measure of the probability that the nucleus finds itself in the required final stateo The effect of nucleon spin can be understood in a very simple way. To describe the scattering by a particular nucleon, consider the target nucleus to be decomposed into that nucleon and a residual nucleus. Specification of the nuclear state then determines the relative orientation of the spins of these two subsystemso Althoughj for an unpolarized nucleus, the target nucleon presents all possible spin orientations to the incident beam>J the residual nucleus provides a "memory"
of the initial spin orientation of the struck particle, If we require the scattering to be elastic, the relative spin direction of the two particles must be preserved, which is impossible if the spin orientation of the struck nucleon has been changed. Such "spin flip" events are thus suppressed in elastic scattering. We may therefore conclude that the requirement of elastic scattering is in part equivalent to the imposition of a constraint Furthermore, let us choose our axis of spin quantization along n, the normal to the plane of scattering. B,y a spin-flip scattering we mean an event in which the magnetic quantum number of the incoming nucleon changes sign.
We will first show that in a collision between two spin-~ particles if one particle nips its spin the other must do so also. This follows immediately from the requirement of invariance of the scattering matrix under rotations and reflections. Ifj for example, particle 2 flips its spin and particle 1 does not, the most general operator causing such a transition that is rotationally invariant is of the form But this operator is not invariant under reflections and must be excluded.
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Consider, no\v, a collision in which the two nucleons are specified -.
-. v ini tiall,y by magnetic quantum numbers m 1 and m 2 , and finally mJ. and m 2 .
Invariance under time reversal further requires that the transition matrix satisfy (except for a phase factor)
Since for nucleon-nucleon scattering J ki f = / k.r I 9 .invariance under rotations requires that this also be equal to
Restricting our attention to spin-flip scatteri~g, we have
We now see immediately that~ for random initial statesi spin-flip events lead to no pOlarization in the final stateo Because the polarization is the ratio of spin density to particle density in the final state~ and because spin-flip and no-spin-flip scatterings do not interfere, suppression of spin~flip processes simply decreases the cross section while leaving the spin density unchangedg thereb,y increasing the polarizationo
The above somewhat heuristic argument should not be considered as a rigorous proofs even granting the impulse· approximation 9 that a system of bound nucleons always causes larger polarizations than those obtained in nucleon-nucleon scatteringo Because nuclei consist of two different types of particles, the interference terms could very well drastically alter the binding What we have shown, therefc?e, is not that the effect of binding is to .
enhance all polarization effects, but to show that it does provide a mechanism by which apparently anomalously large polarizations may be obtained •
III. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS
To make tractable the problem of scattering by a complex nucleus~ a number of simplifying assumptions are invoked. We assume the energy to be sufficiently high that the impulse approximation is valid, and that the nucleus is sufficiently light that multiple scattering may be neglected.
Furthermore the internal momenta in the nucleus are neglected compared with the momentum of the incoming particle, so that the nucleon-nucleon phase shifts may be taken to be those appropriate to free-particle scattering.
With these assumptions in mind we now proceed to develop a treatment of the nucleon-deuteron scattering problem~ and then generalize it to more complex targets. Let the subscript 1 denote the incident nucleon, while 2 and 3 represent the nucleons in the deuteron. For spinless particles the scattered amplitude, q, may be written 17 where q 12 ·and q 13 are the appropriate free-particle scattering amplitudes and (2) When the nucleon spin is included, it is also necessar,y to specif.r the initial and final spin states of the target system. If these are denoted by s 23
I and s
23~
we must select from the free-particle scattering matrix that part which couples these two states. To enable explicit calculation of the scattered wave it is convenient to make use of the S-matrix and Racah formalismso While the spirit of this calculation differs from that of the optical model 9 there should be an intimate connection between the two approaches. In particular it is possible~ at least in principlej to use the impulse approximation as a starting point for the construction of an equivalent nuclear potential which 9 in t~rn 9 can be used as the basis for scattering and polarization calculations with the optical model. If both particles 2 and 3 scatter~ it is readily shown that for processes in which s 23 does not change we need merely replace the coefficients in A-1 by the sums of the corresponding coefficients for the (12) and (13) interactions., 
